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Highlights
tiptel 114

Keyboard and handset 

in one ("One piece" 

telephone) 

Optical indication at 

incoming call 

Microphone during call

off and to switch 

Redial of the last chosen

phone number 

Equipped with induction

coil and therefore 

suitable for people 

who make use of a 

hearing aid 

Wall mounting possible

Available in:

– ivory white

– dark grey

– signal red
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tiptel 114

Easy to use

The tiptel 114 is a compact telephone for use in places where there

is limited space for a telephone set. The high-quality device is, for

example, excellent for use in the production or care sector (like 

hospitals) and retail (among others at cash registers in a supermarket).

The device stands out because it is easy to attach it to the wall.

The device is easy to operate because of the clear keyboard in the

handset. With one press of the redial key you can redial the number

that you last called. During the phone call it is possible to switch

the microphone off and on. Very practical if, for example, you want

to consult and do not want the conversation partner to hear it. If

you have connected the tiptel 114 on an analog port of a telephone

exchange it is possible to transfer calls to another telephone.

You can hear an incoming call (by the call signal) and see (by the

optical indication on the horn). When the device is connected to a

telephone exchange, difference between an internal and external

call audible. The horn is also provided with an induction coil and is

therefore special suitable for hearing-impaired people, who use a

hearing aid device.
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tiptel 114

Easy to use

Features

Keyboard and handset in one ("one piece" telephone)

Optical indication for incoming call

Volume of call signal adjustable

Switch the microphone off and on during a call

Number repeat key for last dialed phone number

Equipped with induction coil and therefore suitable for

people who use a hearing aid

Wall mounting possible

Enter pause

Difference between an internal and external call audible,

when the device is behind a telephone exchange 

connected

Possibility to transfer, when the device is connected 

behind a telephone exchange

Choose name possible

Activation of star services possible

Guide for telephone connection cable

Technical features

Dimension (WxHxD): 60 x 200 x 60 mm

Weight: 370 grams

Model Art.-Nr.

ivory white 1082925 (NL)

3110144 (B)

dark grey 1082929 (NL)

3110145 (B)

signal red 1082926 (NL)

1081782 (B)
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